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Abstract— Educational data is incremental in nature. The large amount of data in educational institutions is
generated in the form of personal information, academic data, placement data, fee payment data and much more. The
problem is whenever there is a need to analyze or refer data for students’ performance this turns out to be a
cumbersome task as the data have been in different formats in different applications and some of the data is even
maintained in hard copies over years. Educational institutions can apply data analytical techniques on the large
amount of data that is generated within. A data warehouse is an important decision support system with cleaned and
integrated data for knowledge discovery. In this paper an attempt has been made to design of data warehouse, the
proposed system constitutes an integrated platform for a thorough analysis of student’s past nine years data. The ETL
process (extraction, cleaning, transforming and loading) have been performed with the help customized scripted tool.
The tool helps in finding new relations and helps in creating reports. The results have been generated in the form of
graphs which shows the trends and relationships. These trends and relations can be used to take decisions for
improving student’s performance and plan strategies and policies for progress and development of the Institute.
Further the analysis of data has been achieved with online analytical processing OLAP operations.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
During recent years, universities have become more and more dependent on the collection, storage and processing of
educational data. The huge amount of data stored in educational databases is increasing rapidly. The educational
databases contain hidden useful information with many important factors related to the student‘s learning and
performance. Since data obtained by any business processes commonly provide predictable clues about the future
performances of systems that guide long-term investment plans for the assessment and restoration of process, this data
should be safely stored while still being easily accessible for further analysis.
In the early 1970s, Morton, Sprague and Whinston developed a concept called decision support systems (DSS) [1, 2
and 3]. The birth of model-oriented DSS marked the beginning of information systems specifically for decision support
in complex environments. In the mid 1980s, through integration with networking technology, artificial intelligence, and
enterprise information systems, DSS such as distributed DSS, intelligent DSS, and integrated DSS appeared. In the 1980s,
the concept of executive information systems (EIS) was developed. In the 1990s, the concept of on-line analytical
processing (OLAP) systems was developed [4-8, 9 10, 11and 12]. In fact, in the 1990s, new technologies such as data
warehouse, OLAP, and data mining consecutively emerged for DSS development; in which data warehouse concept
emerged first. Following the introduction of data warehouses, OLAP and data mining appeared [13, 14 and 15]. In early
2000s, the most frequent research topics in data warehousing were the development of conceptual frameworks, designs,
and system architectures. Delvin and Murphy from IBM [16] introduced the basic concept of the data warehouse to
address various problems associated with business processes and information architecture that define the flow of data
from operational systems to decision support environments. Originally, operational systems were developed to support
daily business operations by maintaining and updating databases for order entry, billing, accounting and payroll. Delvin
and Murphy [16] pointed out the limitations of operational systems for decision support and emphasized the need for
more analytical information systems. Later, researchers modified this concept into the modern data warehouse. Inmon
[17] established a concrete definition of a data warehouse, widely used in describing the basic features of data
warehouses. Codd et al. [18] introduced the idea of OLAP to resolve problems that arise from the application of
operational systems for decision support. OLAP is treated differently from online transaction processing (OLTP) with
regard to the size, complexity, applicability, and time horizon of relevant data. Typically, OLTP focuses on day-to-day
activities such as order entries and bank transactions which store specific values for individual fields [19]. On the other
hand, OLAP handles values which represent a historical view of the entity over an extended time horizon [20]. Thus, as
indicated by previous studies, a data warehouse provides a summarized and consolidated view of the relevant data rather
than a detailed and individual view [19, 21].
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The purpose of constructing a data warehouse is to provide a system that allows proper data to reach the right end user
at just the right time [22]. To managers of an institution, the phrase ―data warehousing‖ does not merely indicate an
efficient tool for data integration but also implies the materialized format of a visualized, real-time management tool
encompassing project design, rehabilitation and improvements. The multidimensional aspects of a data warehouse are
well represented by a star schema and a fact table which defines all related dimensions. A fact table is located at the
center of a star schema and includes two types of information dimension keys and facts [23]. In data warehousing, the
multidimensionality of a star schema is often implemented by multidimensional cubes. These multidimensional features
of the system allow for online analytical processing (OLAP) from a historical perspective. The objective of this study is
to develop an in-built support system to provide a base for decision making within the Bharati Vidyapeeth‘s Institute of
Computer Application and Management (BVICAM) by analyzing nine years student‘s data. A tool has been developed
which can clean, transform, and load the unstructured data to a standard common format into a Data Warehouse for
OLAP analysis. Further, a tool has been designed that assist in ETL process and load clean transformed nine year data for
data ware so that OLAP analysis can be performed, the tool also generates report based on nine years student‘s data.
These reports can provide a base for decision making within the Bharati Vidyapeeth‘s Institute of Computer Application
and Management (BVICAM).
II.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN FOR WAREHOUSE
One of the critical processes in designing a data warehouse is to determine what data should be extracted from the
various data sources to load into the data warehouse. Rujirayanyong and Shi [24] introduced two strategies for the
identification of project data sources: the need-based approach and the availability-based approach. In the availabilitybased approach, any data about operational systems that is currently available is selected and uploaded to the data
warehouse. The need-based approach, however, investigates the potential need for future analysis of data by considering
the business nature of the system. In our study, the need-based approach was utilized to develop a data warehouse.
The next step is the structural design process. Usually, this process is composed of four steps, including selection of
business processes, declaration of granularity, determination of associated dimensions, and identification of the facts [25].
The selection of business processes requires understanding of business requirements and associated data for the systems.
Granularity refers to the required level of detail for information stored in a data warehouse [23]. In general, the level of
detail is subject to the interests of users and to the amount of relevant data collected. Once the granularity of the fact table
is determined, the related dimensions are reasonably obtained based on the nature of the fact table. Facts reflect the
objective of the data warehouse and accordingly, should be composed of data useful for decision makers.
III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODELLING FOR THE DATA WAREHOUSE
The multidimensional aspects of a data warehouse are well represented by a star schema and a fact table which defines
all related dimensions. A fact table is located at the center of a star schema and includes two types of information —
dimension keys and facts [23]. In data warehousing, the multidimensionality of a star schema is often implemented by
multidimensional cubes. A typical dimensional model structure is a snowflake schema inherited from the star schema as
shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b). The measurement of data can be recorded according to granularity. The data cube model
provides a way to aggregate facts along multiple attributes called dimensions. In the data cube, data is stored as facts and
dimensions instead of rows and columns as in a relational data model. Table is the data model of data warehouse. In the
dimension model, all tables are concluded in two types: dimensional table and fact table. The fact table for student
performance provides the Sub_avg, sub_distinction_no, sub_1 st_division_no, sub_2nd_division_no, sub_below_50_no of
students, the related three dimensions are batch and subject and company. The fact table for placement provides the
eligible_students, appeared_students, placed_students. The related three dimensions are batch, subject and company.
A. Snowflake Schema
In the current case the Batch dimension of the BVICAM‘s warehouse has been normalized to form a
batch_performance dimension table which can be seen in the following diagrams (Fig.1).

Figure 1 (a): Snowflake Schema of Student Performance
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Figure 1 (b): Snowflake Schema of Student Placement
B. Family of Stars
In the current context of BVICAM‘s data, two star schemas have been presented. The following family of stars has
been obtained by joining the schemas (refer Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Family of Stars
IV.
DATA EXTRACTION TRANSFORMATION AND LOADING IN DATA WAREHOUSE
Information integration is one of the main problems to be addressed when designing a Data Warehouse. Possible
inconsistencies and redundancies between data residing at the operational data sources and migrating to the Data
Warehouse need to be resolved, so that the warehouse is able to provide an integrated and reconciled view of data within
the organization. The basic components of a data integration system are wrappers and mediators. A wrapper is a software
module that accesses a data source, extracts the relevant data, and presents such data in a specified format, typically as a
set of relational tables. A mediator collects, cleans, and combines data produced by wrappers and/or other mediators,
according to a specific information need of the integration system. The specific and the realization of mediators is the
core problem in the design of an integration system. The data stored in the Data Warehouse should reflect such an
informational need, and hence should be defined in terms of the corporate data.
A. ETL Process (Extract-Transform-Load)
ETL comprises a process of how the data are loaded from different source systems to the data warehouse. Currently, the
ETL encompasses a cleaning step as a separate step [26]. The sequence is then Extract-Clean-Transform-Load.
IV.A.1 Extraction
In the present study the data of student performance and placement was present in various different formats of MS
excel, word files and hard copies. This raw data need to be compiled to a common format in an MS excel file. The data
has been changed to common standard format that is to be used for the further cleaning and loading process. The
standard format of performance of students for a particular batch according to the start year of that batch is shown in Fig.
3 (a).
 Column A: roll number of MCA.
 Column B: name of student.
 Column C: class 10th aggregate percentage.
 Column D: class 12th aggregate percentage.
 Column E: name of company in which student got placed.
 Column F- [..]: marks secured in particular subject ID.
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The standard format of placement of students for a particular batch according to the start year of that batch is
shown in Fig 3 (b).
Column A: name of company.
Column B: number of students appeared in that company.
Column C: number of students placed in that company.

Figure 3 (a): Standard Excel Format of Student Performance

Figure 3 (b): Standard Excel Format of Student Placement
IV.A.2 Cleansing
The data cleansing was required as the provided raw sheets had some of the anomalies like missing values, or the
inconsistent format of values, or null values inserted. In order to clean the extracted data present in the standard excel
format, the missing values were removed by using average out values for that places. The null values were replaced by
the value ‗0‘ in the excel file.
IV.A.3 Transformation and Loading via (Scripted Tool)
The transformation and loading of data in the target data warehouse i.e. database table present in the SQL Server 2005
has been done through the scripted tool. In this case transformation was required as the extracted excel sheets for each
batches had same format but the meaning was different. Since the MCA syllabus has changed in various years and so the
meaning of several subject ID‘s. The following figure shows the change in subject code in different batches. The
transformation has been done with the help of mapping algorithm developed in order to transform the data of 2002
syllabus, 2004 syllabus and 2010 syllabus to a common format having the same subject ID for each batch. A Dictionary
has been used to map the subject ID with their names. The mapping process is shown in fig 4(c).
Fig. 4 (a) shows the subject id S101 in 2002 is ‗programming in C‘ whereas in 2004 syllabus it is ‗Fundamentals of IT‘
as shown in Fig. 4 (b). From this mapping process Fig. 4 (c) shows that subject ID (S101) in 2002 and subject ID (S105)
in 2004 is made to subject ID (S103) in syllabus for all the batches. The mapping has been done with the script before
loading the data into the database tables.

Figure 4 (a): Syllabus of year 2002

Figure 4(b): Syllabus of year 2004

Figure 4 (c): Syllabus for common format
The tool provides an interface as shown in Fig. 5 which can transform and load the raw data into SQL Server 2005
database tables present in the specified format. The steps of loading are:
Step 1: Choose the add BVICAM data option from the available options. Click OK button.
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Step 2: Enter the information of particular batch and chose the excel file and click on load and clean data button in
order to transform and load the data into database.

Figure 5(a): BVICAM Analysis Tool Interface

Figure 5(b): BVICAM Data Loading Interface
V. OLAP (ONLINE ANALYTICAL PROCESSING)
V.
OLAP is a way of answering multi-dimensional analytical queries. The OLAP encompasses the traditional
relational system and provides a multi-dimensional view of the data for analysis. OLAP has a multi-dimensional cube or
hypercube at the heart. The OLAP cube consists of facts and measures, which are categorized by dimensions.
V.A.1
OLAP Cube Creation
OLAP cubes are hypercube that incorporate data in more than 2 dimensions. OLAP cubes allow using multiple
dimensions. The query language used for interacting with OLAP cubes is MDX (Multi-dimensional expressions).In the
current case of BVICAM data, the cube creation is done based on the snowflake schema designed earlier. The data from
the SQL Server 2005 has been imported into the Business Intelligence 2005 which is used for cube creation. Fig. 6 shows
data cube for BVICAM Warehouse

Figure 6: Data Cube for BVICAM Warehouse
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Figure 7: Average of different subject for 10 batches.
Fig. 7 shows average marks of subject for nine batches of BVICAM. Similarly other data can be viewed from
different dimensions
V.A.2







OLAP using MDX (Multi-Dimensional Expressions)
MDX is a query language for OLAP databases as SQL is for relational databases. There are six primary data
types in
MDX: Scalar- Neither number or a string, can be defined as a literal.
Dimension/Hierarchy- The dimension or the hierarchy of dimension of the cube.
Level- Level in the dimension hierarchy.
Member- Member in a dimension hierarchy.
Tuple- An ordered collection of one or more members from different dimensions.
Set- An ordered collection of tuples with the same dimensionality.
Use of some of the MDX queries has been done in the current project to generate the results of some OLAP
operation on the data. The MDX queries and their results are shown in the Result and Discussion Section.

VI.
RESULTS OF MDX QUERIES
Select [Subject].[Subject Name].Members on 0,[Batch.[Start Year].Members on 1From [BVICAM] where
{[Measures.[Subject Avg]}
The result of the query is shown in Fig. 8 which shows the average marks of students or the average performance of the
students in each subject for every year. This can help us to know the where the students actually lacked.
1.

Figure 8: Average Marks of Students in Various Subjects Every Year
2.

Select [Company].[Company Name].Members on 0,[Batch.[Start Year].Members on 1From [BVICAM] where
{[Measures.[No Stud Selected]}
The above query is used to calculate the total number of students placed till now in each of the company that has ever
been recruiting the students of this organization. This information helps to know the recruitment status of the students
and in which companies are the student most placed till now as shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: No. of Students Selected in Various Companies Every Year
3.

Select {[Measures].[No Stud Appeared],[Measures].[No Stud Selected]} on 0, [Batch.[Start Year].Members on
1From [BVICAM]
The above query calculates the total number of opportunities for every batch and the number of successful placements
out of those as shown in Fig. 10. It is also helpful to calculate the ratio of selection against the opportunities made
available to the students.

Figure 10: Total No. of Opportunities And Students Placed Every Year
4.

Select [Subject].[Subject Name].Members on 0,[Batch.[Start Year].Members on 1From [BVICAM] where
{[Measures.[Subject Distinction No]}

Figure 11: Distinctions of Students in Various Subjects Every Year
This query shows the total number of distinctions scored in the every subject throughout the years. This helps to know
the subjects which get the highest distinctions as shown in Fig. 11. This will help in segregating the subjects which are
easy to score for most of the students of the batch. Student with low percentage can work on to score in these to increase
the overall performance.
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
The prototype model that has been developed for analysis on nine years BVICAM student performance and placement
data can be extended to different institutions across the university running same course for the analysis. The execution of
MDX queries on the BVICAM academic and placement data generated some interesting results. It has been observed that
the mathematical, calculative and algorithm based subjects are low scoring as compared to other subjects. The subjects
like practical‘s and dissertation prove to be the subjects where almost all students score distinction. The placement record
clearly shows that organizations like TCS, Aricent hire more students almost every year. The institute should keep in
mind of healthy relationship with these companies for the future as this can be beneficial at the time of Industry Institute
Partnership Collaboration. Several companies have lower hiring ratio from BVICAM because of the inconsistency of the
visits. Another important thing to notice is that the companies which come in the campus for recruitment hire more than
those who call the students elsewhere for off campus recruitment or pool campus drives.
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